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ABSTRACT

Coping with intensively interactive scenarios is one of the significant challenges in the development
of autonomous driving. Reinforcement learning (RL) offers an ideal solution for such scenarios
through its self-evolution mechanism via interaction with the environment. However, the lack of
sufficient safety mechanisms in common RL leads to the fact that agent often find it difficult to
interact well in highly dynamic environment and may collide in pursuit of short-term rewards. Much
of the existing safe RL methods require environment modeling to generate reliable safety boundaries
that constrain agent behavior. Nevertheless, acquiring such safety boundaries is not always feasible in
dynamic environments. Inspired by the driver’s behavior of acting when uncertainty is minimal, this
study introduces the concept of action timing to replace explicit safety boundary modeling. We define
"actor" as an agent to decide optimal action at each step. By imaging the actor take opportunity to act
as a timing-dependent gradual process, the other agent called "timing taker" can evaluate the optimal
action execution time, and relate the optimal timing to each action moment as a dynamic safety
factor to constrain the actor’s action. In the experiment involving a complex, unsignaled intersection
interaction, this framework achieved superior safety performance compared to all benchmark models.

Keywords Reinforcement Learning, timing-aware RL, Safe RL, Model-based RL, Autonomous Driving

1 Introduction

As an emerging technology, autonomous driving is expected to enhance traffic safety by preventing accidents caused
by human errors such as distracted driving. With substantial research and investment, autonomous driving systems
perform well in most common scenarios, but their capability for sustained long-term driving still falls short of human
performance [1], especially in interaction-intensive long-tail scenarios.

The rule-based and deterministic models widely used in the autonomous driving industry struggle to handle the nearly
infinite variety of road environments, often resulting in overly conservative strategies that hinder vehicle progress
in complex interactive situations. As an alternative technological route, learning-based methods can derive driving
strategies by imitating human drivers or interacting with the environment. End-to-end autonomous driving, which
integrates perception, planning, and decision-making, has demonstrated adaptability across various scenarios [2, 3].
However, in densely interactive situations, mimicking human driving behavior demands extensive interaction data,
which is difficult to obtain and poses significant risks. Reinforcement learning (RL), a method of self-evolution through
environmental interaction, excels in various domains including autonomous driving [4–6], able to learn interaction skills
without requiring additional data. It has also been shown to enhance the performance and robustness of established
strategies obtained through imitation learning or supervised learning [7]. Undoubtedly, as autonomous vehicles become
more intelligent, RL will play an increasingly critical role in improving their interactive capabilities.

Reinforcement learning improves strategies through continuous trial and error in the environment, requiring considerable
time and sophisticated reward design to succeed in complex, dynamic settings. The design of rewards in RL for
autonomous driving faces the trade-off between efficiency and safety, and irrational reward design can lead to the
dilemma between overly aggressive driving or action freezing, making vehicle fail to complete the tasks. To ensure
safety and efficiency, safe RL introduces additional constraints, such as hierarchical mechanism allowing agent to
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learn behavioral principles at the abstract macro level through a hierarchical approach [8, 9], limiting the potential
risk probability of action [10–12], and introducing safety checkers [13]. Moreover, incorporating world models in RL
can map environmental observations to low-dimensional latent spaces, enabling better predictions of future states and
handling uncertainties more effectively [14–16]. Most of these methods require accurate estimation and modeling of
the potential risks or future environmental dynamics to provide reliable safety constraints for autonomous vehicles. In
practical driving tasks, drivers are not bound to quantify the future evolution of environment, but rather stay in safe state
until the optimal timing with less uncertainty to execute the task. The choice of the optimal timing incorporates the
driver’s implicit expectation about the future environmental dynamics instead of explicit complicated modeling.

This study proposes a timing-aware model-based reinforcement learning framework, consisting of two agents and
a baseline policy. The two agents are called "actor" and the "timing taker" respectively. The actor generates the
optimal action for the current state through reinforcement learning, while the baseline model always adopts the most
conservative strategy. Such conservative strategies are prevalent in reinforcement learning tasks, for instance, the
autonomous vehicle should employ car-following model without lane changing on straight road, or it should always wait
at the stop line until there are no conflicting vehicles. These conservative strategies ensure high safety but may prevent
the agent from completing the given tasks. The timing taker is responsible to connect the actions to maintain safety
and actions to seize the opportunity to complete tasks through a timing-dependent gradual function. The projection of
this gradual function at each moment determines the weighing ratio between the actor-generated action and baseline
action, with the dynamic ratio referred to as "timing factor". The timing taker learns to estimate the optimal timing in
a parallel environment through sparse opportunity-taking execution of the actor’s actions, and this process is called
"timing imagination".

Some model-based safe reinforcement learning methods evaluate the current state by risk probability or costs to select
either the baseline or learned action, which often merely mask unsafe action and the actor does not gain experience
from the baseline strategy. The proposed framework realize a "soft" integration of baseline and learned actions through
timing imagination, enable the actor to enhance its strategy through a better understanding of when should be conserved
and when should act. Besides, the timing taker can be considered to operate depth-first search along the state tree,
which can discover more valuable future states in a sparse reward environment. For continuous tasks like autonomous
driving, where "survival" to the destination is the primary goal, this method can overcome the agent’s short-sightness
affected by short-term rewards, thereby effectively ensuring the safety of behaviors.

The main contributions of this study include:

1 A timing-aware model-based reinforcement learning framework is proposed, which enhance the safety of
agent’s actions by introducing a "timing factor" determined by the optimal timing of action execution in the
RL framework.

2 In this framework, an opportunity taker is designed to find the optimal execution timing for actor agent and
learns the timing capability by "timing imagination".

3 The proposed model is compared with classic RL model and model-based DQN in a complex unsignaled
intersection and exhibits outstanding performance and convergence speed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the application of reinforcement learning in the field
of autonomous driving, Section 3 details the specific methods of this study, Section 4 describes the experimental design
and results, and Section 5 presents the conclusions and future prospects of this work.

2 Related Works

As the levels of autonomous driving advance, the number of scenarios that the vehicle must adapt to increases
exponentially, making it challenging to enhance vehicle capabilities solely through human demonstration or manually
devised rules. Reinforcement learning is poised to play an indispensable role in high-level autonomous driving,
particularly in scenarios requiring dense interaction with surrounding traffic participants. For instance, [17] integrates
spatio-temporal attention into the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm, allowing the agent to focus
more on traffic participants that significantly impact the ego vehicle’s motion, thus facilitating the lane-changing ability
in dense traffic flow. [18] employs Graph Attention Networks (GAT) to model interactions between vehicles and uses
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to extract bird’s eye view of the surroundings, and feeds the information into
Deep Q Networks (DQN) to manage interactions across various traffic scenarios. Given that autonomous vehicle needs
to balance safety, efficiency, and comfort during interactions, [19] designs a multi-objective reward to control the speed
of vehicle using DDPG.

The dynamic nature of interactive environments complicates the interaction process in RL, necessitating enhanced
exploration capabilities and accelerated convergence. RL can improve interaction proficiency by incorporating game
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theoretic models or human priors. For example, DQN is used to model the behavior of agents at different levels
in level-k games [20], and the Nash equilibrium solver is combined with DQN to address merging maneuvers on
ramps [21]. However, modeling interactions between ego vehicle and surrounding vehicles through game theory faces
difficulty in scaling up to more participants, and does not necessarily guarantee reaching equilibrium in sophisticated
interactions. Human demonstrations can guide reinforcement learning to find appropriate actions faster. [22] constrains
the deviation between RL policies and expert policies through KL divergence, exhibiting improved sample efficiency in
sparse reward environments. [23–25] have found that hierarchical models combining RL and imitation learning are able
to better utilize and enhance human driving demonstrations, and [26] avoids the reliance on human demonstrations
by imitating the past optimal behaviors of agent itself as a robust baseline policy. To facilitate interactive ability in
multi-class scenarios, tactical RL learns in the motion skill space instead of direct control maneuvers, then decodes the
skills to specific actions through skill decoders [27, 28].

Despite the various methods that have been developed to enhance the interactive capability of RL, they generally lack
inherent mechanisms to ensure the ego vehicle’s safety, while safety is the critical principle in autonomous driving, and
the tolerance for task failure in autonomous driving is much lower than in most other RL applications. Consequently,
safe RL has received a growing interest in the field of autonomous driving. Here we categorize safe RL in autonomous
driving into: risk-constrained RL, hierarchical RL, adversariality enhanced RL, trustworthy RL, and expectation-based
RL.

Risk-constrained RL employs cost functions to represent the agent’s future risk levels, ensuring safety by minimizing
risk or keeping expected cumulative cost within a threshold. [29] establishes a Bayesian-based risk assessment model
to evaluate state risk levels by state uncertainties and relative distances between the ego and surrounding vehicles,
motivating the agent to learn policy that minimize expected risk. The Lagrangian method is more commonly used
in risk constrained RL [30], coupling the process of seeking high-value states and avoiding high-risk states through
Lagrange multipliers. However, Lagrangian-based safe RL is prone to a policy oscillation issue leading to performance
decay. This issue can be addressed by dynamically adjust weight coefficients based on current and historical risk levels,
aiming to avoid overly conservative policies while maintain safety [31, 32]. In addition to Lagrangian method, [33]
proposed the concept of approximate safe action, encouraging to search for the closest action to original output of RL
with the risk less than threshold.

Hierarchical safe RL introduces an additional safety-check layer or a safety-execution layer. The safety-check layer
checks whether actions are safe and shields unsafe actions [34], while the safety-execution layer projects actions into
safe sets [35, 36]. For the former, control barrier functions (CBF) is usually used to design safety shields for RL output
to prevent the unsafe action [13], but the mean to distinguish safe actions from unsafe ones might not be always easy
to describe in complex environments. For the latter, RL typically learns high-level driving strategies, while low-level
strategies, including Model Predictive Control (MPC) [37, 38], Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [39, 40], and finite
state machines [9], ensure the safety and kinematic feasibility of actions. In [8], a three-layer planning framework has
been proposed, where the top layer uses Double DQN for macro strategy, the middle layer generates variable-length
trajectory points, and a PID controller follows these trajectory points in the lower layer. Adversariality enhanced RL
introduces adversariality or perturbations into the training process of RL to enhance the agent’s ability to combat
extreme environmental disturbances [41, 42]. Trustworthy RL, often model-based, activates the learned policy when it
guarantees an improvement on the baseline policy with a certain confidence level [6, 11, 43, 44], and it often requires
intensively sampling to estimate confidence level at each step.

The final category, expectation-based RL, involves belief RL and curiosity-driven RL, the former estimates the
probability that the environment will reach expectation state considering historical evolution paths [45], and the latter
inspires the agent to explore states where prediction model performs poorly to improve adaptability and the likelihood
of discovering high-value states [46, 47]. As a type of emerging technologies in expectation-based RL, world model
has been demonstrated to improve the performance of RL including safety and interaction efficiency by encoding
observations into a low-dimensional latent space [15, 48–50]. The latent space allows for better and more concise
representations of environmental features and provides the agent with a clearer anticipation of the future evolution
of the environment, leading to more accurate and reasonable actions. Considering that the prediction on the future
dynamics of interactive environments remains challenging due to uncertainties, this study implicitly anticipates the
environment through the concept of "timing" and achieves competitive results in terms of driving safety.

3 Methodology

This study proposes a timing-aware reinforcement learning framework, defined by six-variable tuple (S,A,D, P,R, γ),
where S represents the observation space, A,D denote the set of learned actions a at each step and the set of expected
execution time T of the action a, P,R, γ represent the transition probabilities between states, reward space, and the
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Figure 1: The Timing-aware Reinforcement Framework for Autonomous Driving

discount factor for future rewards, respectively. Two Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) agents are employed to generated action a
and expected execution time T , and these two agents are called "actor" and "timing taker", whose policies are denoted
as πϕa

, πϕT
. Beyond the two SAC agents, the framework implements a baseline model that always adopts more

conservative strategy to keep in a safety state, whose action denoted as abase ∼ πb. From the current moment to the
expected execution time T , a progressively varying factor β denotes the gradual transition of the action employed by
ego vehicle from the conservative action ab to the actor-generated action a, and the factor β is called "timing factor",
determined by the expected executed time T and the relative time step ∆t within each expected execution duration
from 1 to T , expressed as Eq. 1.

β(T,∆t) =
1− cos[(1− ∆t

T ) · π]
2

,∆t = 1, 2, · · · , T (1)

The shorter expected executed time T is, the larger β will be at the beginning, indicating that the current or recent is
more likely to be a favorable opportunity to perform the actor-generated action a, otherwise, and vice versa, indicating
that a conservative strategy should be maintained. We define the process that the vehicle gradually performs the target
action a according to the "timing factor" β(T,∆t) as Eq. 2.

ā = β(T,∆t) · a+ (1− β(T,∆t)) · abase (2)

where ā denotes the action actually executed by the vehicle at each time step, and the value of β will gradually converge
to 1 as the ∆t increases, representing that the executed action is gradually approaching the actor-generated action a from
the conservative baseline action abase. Since the length of action execution is different for "actor" agent and "timing
taker" agent, actor is trained in the actual step-wise environment, while timing taker is trained in the environment where
the expected execution time T is considered as a single action step. To distinguish these two parallel environments, the
training environment of timing taker, where actions are not actually executed in reality, is called "timing imagination".

In "timing imagination", the timing taker will output a new expected execution period at the end of last execution period,
noting the expected execution time output at moment t as T (t). The actor will also output the optimal action a(t) at the
same time, and it will remain unchanged during each expected execution period, so the action adopted by the vehicle at
each time-step in "timing imagination" should be expressed as Eq. 3.

ā(t+∆t) = β(T (t),∆t) · a(t) + (1− β(T (t),∆t)) · abase(t+∆t) (3)
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In "timing imagination", only the gradient of the time taker is updated, and its Q-function can be expressed as Eq.
4, while the optimization objective function of its policy network is expressed as Eq. 5, and Dreplay represents the
memory replay buffer in SAC training, where a double Q network is used to estimate the value of state-action pairs, and
the temperature coefficient α is updated following the auto-tuning method in SAC.

QT (s(t), a(t), T (t))←
T (t)∑
∆t=1

γ∆t−1r(s(t+∆t), ā(t+∆t))+γT (t)Est+T∼P [Q̂T (s(t+T (t)), a(t+T (t)), T (t+T (t)))]

(4)

J(ϕT ) = Es,a∼Dreplay,T∼πϕT
[QπϕT (s, T )− α · logπϕT

(T |s, a)] (5)

Since the environment changes rapidly in the interaction scenarios, the actor needs to produce action at every time
step in the actual environment to better react to the various behaviors of the surrounding traffic participants. In such
environment, we always take ∆t = 1 in Eq 1, representing the opportunity expectation for the next action step,
expressed as Eq. 6. Since β always attempt to maximize the cumulative in the future, this motivates timing taker to
actively regulate the ratio of the actor-generated action to the baseline action to establish a safer action tunnel for the
coming period of time, and this process must ensure the first step is safe. In the actual environment, the timing-aware
action taken by the vehicle can be expressed as Eq. 7.

β(T (t)) =
1− cos[(1− 1

T (t) ) · π]
2

(6)

ā(t) = β(T (t)) · a(t) + (1− β(T (t))) · abase(t) (7)

Here T (t) is obtained by taking (s(t), a(t)) as input, thus the timing factor β(T (t)) computed by T (t) is generated
after a(t) and denotes the timing taker’s assessment of the optimal timing of executing a(t). For training purposes,
the output T (t) of timing taker is limited to a range of [1, Tmax]. It is noteworthy that, according to Eq. 7, when
T → Tmax, it does not necessarily mean that Tmax is the optimal execution time of the action, but rather it indicates
that the current moment should still maintain the conservative strategy to wait a better timing to act. The timing factor
β(T (t)) should be interpreted as a discounting of the future best execution time of selected action to the next step.

In the practical training of timing-aware RL, we first fix the "timing factor" β equal to 1 to train actor, i.e., we train a
common SAC policy without considering the timing factor. When the first step of training is completed, we fix the
weights of actor network and train timing taker in the "timing imagination". Then the actor and timing taker are trained
in step-wise environment and "timing imagination" at the same time. The Q-function update of the actor is analogous
to the general SAC policy, except that the reward obtained is for the action ā constrained by timing factor β. The Q
function and objective function of policy network are represented by Eq. 8 and Eq. 9.

Qa(s(t), a(t))← r(s(t), ā(t)) + γEst+1∼P [Q̂a(s(t+ 1), a(t+ 1)] (8)

J(ϕa) = Es∼Dreplay,a∼πϕa
[Qπϕa (s, a)− α · logπϕa

(a|s)] (9)

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the agent perceives the environment with a radius of 60m, and the perception range is divided into
six areas: front(−30◦, 30◦], left front(30◦, 90◦], right front(−90◦,−30◦], left rear(90◦, 150◦], right rear(−150◦,−90◦],
and rear(−180◦,−150◦]∪ (150◦, 180◦]. In each area, the closest vehicle to the ego vehicle is selected, and the vehicle’s
standardized distance d̂, standardized speed v̂, standardized position angle φ̂, standardized heading angle θ̂ are used to
described the vehicle’s motion characteristics. The calculation of these variables can be seen in Eq. 10 - 13.

d̂ =
d

dmax
(10)

v̂ =
v

vmax
(11)

φ̂ =
(φ− φlow)

(φhigh − φlow)
(12)
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θ̂ =
θ − θego + π

2π
(13)

Where dmax, vmax denote the maximum distance that ego vehicle can preceive and the maximum speed of the vehicle,
respectively. φhigh, φlow represent the upper and lower bounds of the position angle of each divided observation area.
The calculation of relative position angle according to Eq. 12 in rear area requires a conversion into continuous angle
interval, and θ, θego denote the absolute heading angle of observed vehicle and ego vehicle. Then the agent’s observation
of its surroundings can be composed of six five-tuples.

ssur,i = (δi, d̂i, v̂i, φ̂i, θ̂i), i = 1, 2, · · · , 6 (14)

Where ssur,i is the observation of the motion state of the closest surrounding vehicle in the i-th divided observation
area, and δi denotes whether vehicle exists in the i-th area, and takes 1 if it does, otherwise δi = 0, the default value of
ssur,i is set to (0, 1, 0, 0, 1

2 ). In addition to the observation of the surrounding vehicles, the state for RL include the
state of the ego vehicle itself, which consists of two one-hot variables ϵ1, ϵ2 and the standardized current ego vehicle
speed v̂ego, expressed as Eq. 15.

sego = (ϵ1, ϵ2, v̂ego) (15)

Figure 2: The observation of ego vehicle

Because in this experiment, the ego vehicle travels along the preset trajectory and only the speed needs to be planned,
the heading angle of ego vehicle is not included in the sego. In Eq. 15, ϵ1 is the one-hot vector about the ego vehicle’s
driving task, including going straight, turning left, and turning right, ϵ2 is the one-hot vector about the ego vehicle’s
driving position, including: driving on the road before entering the intersection, being in the intersection, and exiting
the intersection, and v̂ego can be calculated in the same way as Eq. 11. Therefore, the state of actor can be written as
s = [sego, ssuri ], i = 1, 2, · · · , 6, and the state of timing taker is [s, a] where a is the action produced by actor. The
action ranges of actor and timing taker are [amin, amax], [1, Tmax], respectively, where amin, amax are the maximum
deceleration and maximum acceleration of the vehicle, and the output of the timing taker is an integer value from 1 to
Tmax. In addition, the design of the reward function at each step in this study is defined as Eq. 16. When the ego car
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accomplishes the driving task, it will receive a final positive reward. When the ego car collides, it will be punished.
Under normal driving conditions, the ego car is incentivized to drive within a desired speed range [v′min, v

′
max]. For the

timing taker, the reward of each action step is formulated as r′(s, a, T ) =
∑T−1

i=0 γir(s, ā).

r(s, a) =


20, if ego vehicle reaches the destination
−20, if ego vehicle collides
min(

vego−v′
min

v′
max−v′

min
, 1)× 0.5, otherwise

(16)

In the baseline model, the ego vehicle applies the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) before driving into the intersection
and after driving out of the intersection, as shown in Eq. 17-18, where amax, vdesire denote the maximum acceleration
and desired driving speed of the vehicle, respectively, s∗, s0 are the optimal following distance and the desired static
distance, tdesire represent the desired headway, and bcomf is the comfortable deceleration. The above parameters of
IDM are configured separately for normal road and intersection area. In the intersection scenario, the ego vehicle tends
to drive in a lower desired speed and shorter following distance. v is the speed of the ego vehicle currently, and s,∆v
denote the distance between the ego vehicle and the front vehicle and their speed difference.

aIDM = amax[1− (
v

vdesire
)δ − (

s∗

s
)2] (17)

s∗ = s0 + vtdesire +
v∆v

2
√

amaxbcomf

(18)

The baseline model sets the standard acceleration and deceleration across, bcross, as well as the set of optional crossing
speed V = {v1, v2, · · · , vn} for the ego vehicle crossing the intersection, and when the ego vehicle’s stop point
under the standard deceleration bcross is less than a certain threshold dthres from the lane stop line, the ego vehicle is
considered to have entered the intersection area, as expressed in Eq. 19, where dsl denotes the current distance of the
ego vehicle to the stop line.

dsl −
v2ego

2 · bcross
≤ dthres (19)

Before approaching the lane stop line, the ego vehicle will check whether there is a potential conflict area with the
surrounding vehicles, as illustrated in Fig. 3, and calculate the time for the ego vehicle to reach and leave the conflict
area, expressed as Eq. 20-21, the nearest point and farthest point of conflict area to the ego vehicle are denoted as
dconf,near, dconf,far, respectively.

tego,arr = f(dconf,near − lcar/2, vi +∆v, areq)−∆tbuffer (20)

tego,leave = f(dconf,far + lcar/2, vi −∆v, areq) + ∆tbuffer (21)

Where f(d, s, a) represent the time for the vehicle to pass through a specific conflict point with distance d from current
position at a constant speed v after accelerating or decelerating with acceleration areq , dconf,near− lcar

2 , dconf,far+
lcar

2
denote the distance from the front end of the vehicle to the nearest point of the conflict area, and the distance from
the rear end of the vehicle to the farthest point of the conflict area, respectively, and vi refers to the selected speed in
the set of optional crossing speed V. The candidate speeds in V are computed in order from the highest to the lowest,
and when the vehicle can cross all the conflict areas in a certain speed without conflicting with other vehicles, the
corresponding speed is selected as crossing speed.∆v is used to take the magnitude of the possible speed fluctuation
into account, and tbuffer is the time buffer. When current speed of the ego vehicle larger than selected speed vi,
areq = min(across, aIDM ), otherwise areq = min(−bcomf , aIDM ).

The time for the surrounding vehicles to arrive and leave the conflict area can be calculated by Eq. 22-23, where
vcross,min, vcross,max, across,min, across,max denotes the optional minimum and maximum velocity, and minimum
and maximum acceleration, respectively, of the surrounding vehicles as they cross the intersection. When there is an
intersection of [tego,arr, tego,leave] and [tsur,arr, tsur,leave], then the ego vehicle is considered to be in conflict with
the surrounding vehicles, so the ego car will adopt deceleration bcross to stop and wait before the stop line. Since it
is possible that other vehicles stopping before the stop line may be close to the ego vehicle’s travel path through the
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Figure 3: The conflict area between the ego vehicle and the surrounding vehicles

conflict area, causing the baseline policy to always determine that there is a conflict. Therefore, in the baseline model,
the surrounding vehicles are not included in the calculation of conflict checking when they have stopped before the stop
line for more than three seconds.

In addition, in the baseline model, the auto-vehicle does not always stop behind the stop line and wait; when the conflict
of the surrounding vehicles decreases, it moves at a low speed to the front of the nearest of all the conflicting zones in
the intersection, waits for the conflict to dissipate and then passes through the intersection, while signaling the intention
to pass to the other vehicles that have not yet entered the intersection.

tsur,arr = f(d′conf,near −
lcar
2

, vcross,max, across,max)−∆tbuffer (22)

tsur,leave = f(d′conf,far +
lcar
2

, vcross,min, across,min) + ∆tbuffer (23)

4 Experiment and Results

The proposed model is validated in the intersection scenario, with each direction consisting of three lanes: left turn
only, straight only, and right turn only. The driving model of other vehicles in the lane is the IDM model, and
the IDM parameters of each vehicle are randomly generated from a specified range, as shown in Tab. 1, to ensure
sufficient behavioral diversity. The decisions of surrounding vehicles to cross the intersection or not are modeled by the
Stackelberg Game [51,52]. The first vehicle in each entrance lane participates in the game after traveling to the position
where it is required to slow down in order to stop at the stop line, and the players also include the vehicles that have
already stopped at the stop line. The game strategies include: "cross" or "slow down, stop and wait". If a vehicle is
allowed to cross, it modifies the speed to the expected speed with given acceleration or deceleration in a personalized
way. If the vehicle follows a front vehicle through the intersection, it also needs to meet the IDM model under the
intersection conditions. The utility function of the game player is expressed as Eq. 24.

U =
∑
i

ωiφi (24)

Where φi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 measures the safety, efficiency, comfort and the patience of driver. The safety (φ1) is indicated
by whether the current vehicle’s decision to cross or stop is likely to conflict with other vehicles, if yes, then φ1 = 1,
otherwise φ1 = 0; The efficiency (φ2) is indicated by the expected time for the vehicle to cross the intersection; The
comfort (φ3) is indicated by the deceleration required by the vehicle’s decisions; The Patience (φ4) is represented by
the waiting time of the vehicle at the stop line. wi denotes the weighting coefficients of these indicators. The parameters
of simulation and reinforcement learning are presented in Tab. 1.

In the experiment, we implement classic reinforcement learning as comparisons: DQN, A2C, PPO, SAC. In addition,
a model-based DQN with the proposed baseline model is also included as the benchmark, where the action from
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Table 1: Parameter settings

Parameters Values Explanations

lc 5.0m Vehicle length
wc 1.8m Vehicle width
wl 3.2m Lane width

amax 1.5 ∼ 3.0m/s2 Maximum acceleration of the vehicle
bcomf −4.5 ∼ −2.0m/s2 Comfortable deceleration of the vehicle
v̂ 8.0 ∼ 12.0m/s Target speed of car following
d̂ 6.0 ∼ 12.0m Desired car-following distance on the normal road

d̂cross 2.0 ∼ 4.0m Desired car-following distance at intersection
across 2.0m/s2 Acceleration of the vehicle when crossing the intersection
bcross −1.5m/s2 Deceleration of the vehicle when crossing the intersection
vcross 4.5 ∼ 6.0m/s2 Target speed of the vehicle when crossing the intersection
B 256 Batch size of RL training

Nbuffer 106 Size of the replay buffer in RL
lr 3× 10−4 Learning rate of RL

Ntotal 106 Total training steps of RL
Nstart 2000 Sampling steps before training agents
Dhidden [256, 256] Dimensions of hidden layers in RL

γ 0.99 Discount factor
τ 0.005 Weight coefficient for soft updating in SAC

optimizer Adam Optimizer for RL Networks

the baseline policy is added to the candidate actions of DQN, and the action with the highest value will be finally
selected. The proposed model and the comparison models are trained for 106 steps, and the reward curves of the training
processes are illustrated in Fig 4, the proposed model obtains the higher rewards and has a faster convergence speed
compared to the other models.

Figure 4: The reward curve of the proposed model and comparison models

After training, we compared the task success rate and the average crossing time of the proposed model and comparison
models. Each model is evaluated by running 2000 episodes, and the results are presented in Tab. 2. The results
demonstrate that our proposed model significantly enhances the safety and task success rate of autonomous driving in
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complex interaction. The timing-aware reinforcement learning framework mitigates the "short-sighted" phenomenon
of RL chasing short-term rewards when it fails to obtain the final reward during a long process, and avoids the action
freezing caused by over conservative rule-based model, and ultimately significantly improves the driving safety of
autonomous driving in the dense interactive scenarios.

Table 2: Experiment Results

Model Name Success Rate Crossing Time

DQN 64.9% 13.069± 5.843
A2C 64.6% 17.737± 10.028
PPO 65.3% 17.806± 9.725
SAC 67.4% 18.242± 10.613
Model-based DQN 73.2% 18.257± 10.773
Proposed 90.9% 26.155± 12.472

5 Conclusion

In this study, we propose a timing-aware reinforcement learning framework. This framework involves both an "actor"
producing the best action at each step and an "timing taker" deciding the optimal execution time for the action, and
the optimal execution time provides a safety constraint for every-step action through a "timing factor". The model
is validated in a complex, signal-free intersection where vehicles intensively interact with each other, and compared
with various mainstream and model-base reinforcement learning algorithms. The results demonstrate that the proposed
method can significantly improve the safety of the task by waiting for the optimal action timing. In the future, the
proposed framework can be applied to various interactive scenarios for autonomous driving, and it can also be integrated
with other safe RL algorithms such as hierarchical to further improve driving safety.
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